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grepping for "INSERT", or "DELETE", but I'm not quite sure how to count the number of rows. A: If your SQL statements include some sort of start/end delimiters, you could use /^INSERT/ {print 'the number of INSERT statements:', line_number++} /^DELETE/ {print 'the number of DELETE statements:',

line_number++}. The number of lines is now in line_number. If your SQL statements don't include such delimiters, you could try something like /^INSERT|DELETE/ {line_num++}. Q: Win32 DialogBox - change text after show I'm using Win32 DialogBox in order to change text on a button after showing the Dlg. The
dialog content is: IDC_BUTTON = 1; HWND hWnd = CreateDialog( hInstance, MAKEINTRESOURCE(IDC_BUTTON),
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